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James 1:1
!

JAMES, A SERVANT of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ,
To the twelve tribes scattered among the nations:
Greetings.

THE FIRST CENTURY knew of many different kinds
of letters.1 In recent years scholars have spoken of
two major categories: literary letters (those writ-
ten with an eye to posterity and in general

marked by a concern for style) and documentary or nonliterary letters.2 Of
course, a single letter might bear evidence of many “types” of letter writing.

In spite of this variety, the practice of letter writing was quite conserva-
tive, for conventions changed little over time.3 Most letters from antiquity,
and indeed most of the letters in the New Testament, can generally be seen
as of a common type between individuals.4 These follow an established for-
mal pattern: first, the name of the sender; then the name of the recipient; a
word of greeting, usually a blessing or the expression of a desire for good
health; the body of the letter; and finally the closing. The usual practice in
Greek was to employ the term charein (“greetings”) as the word of greeting.5
The typical form in Hebrew was shalom (“peace”), although among Greek-
speaking Jews charein was common.6

Original
Meaning

1. The handbook attributed to Demetrius of Phalerum, known as Epistolary Types, lists
twenty-one kinds of letters. This handbook seems to be concerned only with official let-
ters written by persons in public service. See Stanley K. Stowers, “Letters (Greek and
Latin),” ABD 4:290–93.

2. See John L. White, Light From Ancient Letters (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 3.
3. The letters produced by the early Christians are remarkable in part because of their

willingness to stray beyond these set parameters.
4. Other types include philosophical letters (which often contained moral exhortation)

and instructional letters. Early Christian letters, including those in the New Testament,
closely parallel these (see Stanley K. Stowers, “Letters [Greek and Latin]”). There are also
the letters between friends and acquaintances, such as the letters of Cicero and those
between Pliny and Emperor Trajan. These types generally avoid the more formal patterns.

5. Thousands of these letters are known and have been collected. A short sampling can
be found in the recently reprinted volume by A. Deissmann, Bible Studies (Peabody, Mass.:
Hendrickson, 1988), 22–25.

6. We can see examples of this general pattern in Acts and in the Pauline corpus. In Phil.
1:2 Paul writes “Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.” In



The book of James is also a letter, but of somewhat different character. It
possesses a homiletical quality and reads much like a tract or a didactic essay.
This is true for at least two reasons: (1) The letter begins an exposition of its
themes almost immediately, with little or no evidence of personal sentiment;
and (2) the audience is essentially undetermined. Like other examples in the
New Testament, James has altered the standard formula by adding theolog-
ically important terms and by including in his opening a précís of the main
themes of the letter.

The letter begins with a claim to be written by James. As we have seen,7
there is no viable reason to doubt that James the brother of Jesus is the source
for this letter. The author wishes to emphasize several points: While he does
bear authority, in character this authority is that of service, and loyalty to Jesus
Christ does not in any way diminish loyalty to God.

Servant. James refers to himself as a “servant” (doulos). There is little agree-
ment among the commentators as to his intended meaning. Some8 argue
that James wants to distance himself from his readers by assuming the man-
tle of authority. Others9 claim that James is interested in presenting himself
as one among many brothers, with the emphasis on his authority colored by
humility. Perhaps it is best to explore the full range of possibilities before
determining the meaning of James’s use of doulos.

(1) Slavery. Doulos was the common Greek term for “slave,” although it
could also be used for “servant.”10 Our understanding of this term is heavily
and unfortunately colored by the American experience, a model that bears
almost no resemblance to slavery in the Roman empire. This is true for at least
two reasons. (a) Roman slavery had little if anything to do with race.

(b) Roman slavery was far more complex than its modern manifestations,
having four major types. (i) The most egregious form was slavery in the
mines, normally reserved for criminals or others judged to be enemies of the
Roman state. Life expectancy was low, although in spite of this we do know
of cases of Christian communities providing care for Christians condemned
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Acts 15:23 we find the opening of the letter from the Jerusalem council to Gentile believ-
ers: “The apostles and elders, your brothers, To the Gentile believers in Antioch, Syria and
Cilicia: Greetings.”

7. See the Introduction, pp. 19–21.
8. See Ralph P. Martin, James, 4.
9. See Sophie Laws, The Epistle of James, 45–46; James Hardy Ropes, The Epistle of St.

James, 118.
10. M. A. Beavis has recently argued that in the New Testament doulos means slave, not

servant. See her article “Ancient Slavery As an Interpretive Context for the New Testament
Servant Parables With Special Reference to the Unjust Steward (Luke 16:1–8),” JBL 111
(1992): 37–54.
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to the mines.11 (ii) Next was rural slavery. The agricultural manuals of Col-
umella, Cato, and Varro describe unenviable conditions: Work could be per-
formed in chain gangs,12 family life existed at the whim of the owner, and
rations could be cut to the bare minimum for slaves when they fell ill.13 (iii)
The type of slavery that the New Testament has most often in view is urban
household slavery. Here conditions also varied, but we do know of cases
where persons sold themselves into slavery,14 counting on rewards of personal
benefit. The new master provided food, shelter, and training in a skill. Many
scholars believe that urban household slaves could expect manumission (a
word referring to the process by which a slave was legally set free) after only
a few years of service,15 and some argue that it was nearly automatic at the
age of thirty.16 Manumission could be rendered under a variety of condi-
tions, including the awarding of a sum of money to the freed person or even
adoption by the master. This helps inform New Testament injunctions to
slaves to “please” their masters,17 and perhaps even to masters to “provide your

James 1:1

11. Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History (4.23.10) relates that Dionysius, bishop of Corinth
around A.D. 170, wrote a letter to Soter, the bishop of Rome. In it Dionysius commended
the Roman church for its generosity in sending contributions to churches in many cities,
thereby “relieving the poverty of the needy and ministering to the Christians in the mines.”

12. Cato, De Agri Cultura, 56; Columella, Rei Rusticae, 1.3.12.
13. Cato, De Agri Cultura, 2.5.
14. See Philostratus, Apollonius, 8.7.12.; Dio Chrysostom, Orations, 15.22–23. Paul speaks

against the practice in 1 Cor. 7:23. First Clement 55:2 asserts that some Christians have sold
themselves into slavery in order to secure the ransom of other enslaved Christians: “We
know of many among ourselves who have given themselves up to bonds, in order that they
might ransom others. Many, too, have surrendered themselves to slavery, that with the
price which they received for themselves, they might provide food for others.”

15. See Susan Treggiari, Roman Freedmen During the Late Republic (Oxford: Clarendon, 1969),
12–20, 111–12, 255.

16. See G. Alföldy, Noricum, tr. E. Birley (London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1974), 129–
31; idem, The Social History of Rome, tr. David Braund and Frank Pollock (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Univ. Press, 1988), 135. Under Roman law the slave of a Roman citizen, when
granted manumission, was often granted citizenship as well. In the first century such a con-
dition was highly to be prized, and somewhat rare in the Roman provinces, as the surprise
of the Philippian officials at Paul’s claim to bear citizenship attests. A series of laws enacted
under Augustus were intended to limit the number and the rights of manumitted slaves, pre-
sumably because Augustus feared that these liberti (freedpersons) would overrun the state.

17. See Eph. 6:5–8; Col. 3:22–25; 1 Tim. 6:1–2; Titus 2:9–11. In all of these passages the
Greek term is a form of doulos. First Peter 2:18ff. contains similar teaching, but Peter uses the
Greek term oiketai, a more specific term for household slave/servant. A letter from a freedman
to his former owner in Egypt in 14 B.C. provides us with an interesting parallel. It reads “You
know in your heart that I have behaved in a manner which is beyond reproach, wanting your
goodwill, just as a slave wants to please in the interests of securing his freedom” (Berliner
Griechische Urkunden, Ägyptisch Urkinden aus Königlichen Museen zu Berlin, 4.1141 [pp. 23–25]).



slaves with what is right and fair.”18 (iv) The final type of slavery was impe-
rial slavery—slaves in the household of the emperor. Some of these held
positions of power and wealth second only to the emperor himself.19

(2) Old Testament. In the Old Testament the word “servant” (‘ebed) is
sometimes used of Israel’s great heroes of the faith, and as such it is a desig-
nation of honor. Solomon concluded his prayer of dedication for the tem-
ple by referring to Moses in this way: “For you singled them [Israel] out from
all the nations of the world to be your own inheritance, just as you declared
through your servant Moses” (1 Kings 8:53). Second Samuel 7 is a key chap-
ter that recounts the promise of God to establish an everlasting Davidic
dynasty. The chapter describes how the Lord came to Nathan and said, “Go
and tell my servant David” (2 Sam. 7:5). In a similar fashion God describes
his prophets as “my servants” (Jer. 7:25).

Such passages demonstrate that in the Old Testament the term servant is
often used of persons who are placed in positions of authority because they
combine loyalty to God with humility before him. This is especially true of
the “servant songs” of Isaiah 42–53.20 In summary, the Old Testament often
describes a person or persons selected by God to bear authority as “servants.”
This designation indicates a humble willingness to be at God’s disposal and
to live according to his principles.

It is probably beyond the range of certitude to say that James meant dou-
los only as a mark of authority over his readers, or only as a mark of solidar-
ity with them. A sober judgment is that he meant something like the early
church intended when, in its wisdom, it used the Latin phrase nolo episcopari as
the requirement for church office: “I do not wish to be a bishop.” Only those
who did not desire personal power could be trusted with authority within
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18. Col. 4:1; cf. Eph. 6:9.
19. Narcissus, the freedman of Emperor Claudius, amassed four hundred million sesterces

(HS400,000,000), one of the largest fortunes known during the early empire. Rendering
monetary figures from the ancient world (here sesterces) into modern equivalents is a noto-
riously dangerous and imprecise affair. It is best, perhaps, to offer parallels of monetary value
in terms of goods purchased. C. Nicolet (“Economy and Finance,” The Cambridge Ancient His-
tory, eds. J. A. Crook, A. Lintott, E. Rawson [Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994],
10:631) estimates that the purchase price of an upper class house in Italy during the first
century B.C. would be HS4,000,000, or the equivalent of “four tonnes of silver.” Ramsay Mac-
Mullen in his Roman Social Relations, 50 B.C. to 284 A.D. (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press,
1974), 145, estimates the cost of building a temple at HS100,000; a theater at HS400,000;
and a library at HS500,000. MacMullen concludes that these figures support “the rather
unexpected possibility that a city’s full architectural equipment might draw on the fortunes
of only a very few wealthy families, expended over a generation or so.”

20. In the LXX doulos can also refer to all of Israel, not just to heroes and authorities (see
Deut. 32:36).
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the church. Of course, this should not be confused with a strong sense of
call. The issue here is integrity and purity of motive. James is a leader because
God has placed him in that role, and he has recognized and accepted it; he
is not a leader because he desires personal power. James, then, speaks as one
with authority, but as one with the mind of Christ, the servant of all.

Lord and God. In this first verse James describes himself as a “servant of
God and of the Lord Jesus Christ.” This is an odd construction, found only here
in the New Testament. Nor is it as clear as it might first appear. Some com-
mentators have offered the following reading: “Servant of Jesus Christ, who
is Lord and God.” This is an intriguing hypothesis, one supported by a vari-
ety of admittedly tenuous points. Divine titles are linked elsewhere in James
(1:27; 3:9). Moreover, this construction in Latin (dominus et deus) was accepted
by Emperor Domitian (A.D. 81–96), a development even the Romans found
both extraordinary and unsettling. They were used to granting divine status
only upon the death of the emperor.21 Domitian was no friend to the Chris-
tians, as he allowed fierce persecution of the early church. In Christian tradi-
tion he stands with Nero as a type of anti-Christ, and seems to be so held in
the view of the writer of Revelation. Certainly his apparent claim to divine sta-
tus reminded readers of the “man of lawlessness” in 2 Thessalonians 2.

The apotheosis (elevation to divine status) of the state in the person of
the emperor disturbed both Jews and Christians, who together believed that
only God deserved such unwavering loyalty. Both were labeled “atheists” by
the Romans because they believed in only one God, not the many of Mediter-
ranean paganism. Perhaps James used this formula to designate the one who
truly is Lord and God.

Against this position, many hold that the theology of James is too sim-
ple to have been written as late as the reign of Domitian.22 In any event it is
still possible that James used this construction as a way of countering the
claims of the Roman state. In sum, while “Jesus Christ, who is Lord and God”
is a grammatical possibility, it is less likely than the traditional reading.

James 1:1

21. Vespasian is famous for his sardonic deathbed comment Vae, puto deus fio (“Alas, I think
that I am becoming a god”). Vespasian grudgingly understood the need felt by the state to
perpetuate the cult of emperor worship, but he harbored no illusions about his own status.
Domitian, the son of Vespasian, took this address seriously, for he was a man of less abil-
ity, greater insecurity, and greater tyranny than his father.

22. This idea, that greater theological complexity necessarily goes hand in hand with
chronological development, has attained the status of a nearly unquestioned axiom in New
Testament studies. It is also a fallacy, as G. B. Caird pointed out (“The Development of the
Doctrine of Christ in the New Testament,” Christ For Us Today, ed. N. Pittenger [London:
SCM, 1968], 66–80.). The Christology of Mark, for example, is “higher” (or more “divine”
and less “human”) than that of Luke, even though nearly all agree that Luke wrote later than
Mark.



James’s intent here is most likely the same as in Titus 1:1—to demon-
strate that loyalty to Jesus Christ does not undermine loyalty to God; that,
in fact, they are one and the same.23 Balancing the divinity of Jesus Christ with
monotheism was no small problem for early Christianity,24 and the formula
James uses constitutes a portion of his answer to this dilemma.

The twelve tribes. James addresses his letter to “the twelve tribes scattered
among the nations.” This construction is also unusual. The only parallel in
the New Testament is 1 Peter 1:1. There are two main lines of interpretation
available: The “twelve tribes” means Jews and/or Jewish Christians, or it refers
to the multiracial church.

Those who posit the former view point out the following:

• This is an obvious way of referring to the Jewish nation (e.g., Acts
25:7).

• Parallels in Qumran literature and Haggadah intend ethnic distinc-
tions.

• Phyle (“tribe”), when unmodified, must refer to historic Israel.25

• While the New Testament does use the term in reference to the
church, it can use it to refer to ethnic Israel (e.g., Rev. 21:12).

• While a symbolic interpretation of the “twelve tribes” is possible, the
addition “scattered among the nations” necessarily limits the referent
to Jews, and probably to Jewish Christians,26 although it is possible that
James hopes that his letter will have success in attracting Jews to the
new faith.

Against this is the view that the phrase in question should be viewed
symbolically.

• If the “twelve tribes” must refer to ethnic Israel, then it is unclear how
it can refer only to Jews who happen to be Christians. Logic demands
that we either understand the term as referring only to all Jews, or
else we understand the term symbolically.

• Others argue that while “the twelve tribes” clearly indicates ethnic/geo-
graphic Israel, the addition of “scattered among the nations” opens
the possibility of a symbolic meaning,27 since after the fall of the north-
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23. Here the parallel to the Gospel of John is evident (e.g., John 14:10).
24. See G. B. Caird and L. D. Hurst, New Testament Theology (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994),

338–40.
25. Ralph P. Martin, James, 9, argues that the use of the phrase “the twelve tribes” would

be meaningless in relationship to Luke 2:36 if the phrase meant “the multiracial church”.
26. This is the line of thought taken by James Adamson, The Epistle of James, 49–50.
27. Sophie Laws, The Epistle of James, 47–49.
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ern kingdom the ten tribes were “lost.” The reconstitution of the twelve
tribes of Israel belonged to the messianic hope, and the further paral-
lel of these tribes understood as the pilgrimage people of God so
closely parallels New Testament usage concerning the church that it
is likely James has the multiracial church in view.

• “Twelve tribes” stands for the unity and integrity of the nation of
Israel/people of God. The church, in the universal view of the New
Testament, is the successor to Judaism in this regard. In the LXX and
other Jewish literature, the phrase usually carries a genitive, the gen-
itive of nearer definition, such as the “twelve tribes of Israel” (Ex. 24:4)
or “the tribes of Jacob” (Sirach 48:10). The absence of a genitive of
nearer definition here does open the way for a symbolic interpretation,
especially since the New Testament ascribes to the church all of the
ideal attributes of Judaism in relation to God

• The fact that Greek-speaking Jews in Jerusalem could employ a for-
mula that approximated the traditional Hebrew greeting tends to
imply an ethnically mixed audience as the intended recipients of the
letter of James.28

What can be said by way of summary? James writes in the knowledge that
he has been given authority in the church. But he also knows that this author-
ity has the character and tenor of service: service to God and service to oth-
ers. For this reason he calls the recipients of this letter “brothers.” James
addresses his letter to the multiracial church, but the native thought world
of the letter is Judaism, the multiform Judaism of the first century, and more
particularly messianic Judaism. Finally, James writes with a sensitivity to Jew-
ish monotheism, but desires to make the case that loyalty is due to Jesus
Christ, and that this loyalty does not endanger loyalty to God.

JAMES 1:1 HAS several important issues for us to
consider in bridging contexts. The first two con-
cern the fashion in which we rightfully can ren-
der words employed in Scripture into our modern

context. The third deals with the idea of service, a key idea in this verse. How
can we faithfully bridge the gap between the cultural and theological con-
tent of that idea in the first century with our own definition of the term?

Bridging
Contexts

James 1:1

28. In 2 Macc. 1:1 the Jews in Jerusalem send greetings to Jews throughout the world
with the formula eirenen agathon. If James had wished to restrict his message to Jews or even
more narrowly to Jewish Christians, we might have expected him to use such a formula that
approximates the traditional Hebrew greeting.



Slave, servant, and authority. We argued above that the word “slave”
(doulos) needs to be understood not according to its contemporary English
definition, but rather in light of the varieties of slave conditions within the
Roman empire. But we also argued that in this particular case there is insuf-
ficient evidence to claim that James has only one particular image in mind.
This may have seemed a cavalier and unwarranted conclusion. But we must
remember that biblical writers thought in terms of concepts, to which any
number of terms might point. They did not usually think in terms of words
with static meanings. The idea of the selfless love of God, for instance, is
deeply lodged in Scripture. Writers such and Anders Nygren29 and C. S.
Lewis30 have pointed out that this notion is linked to the Greek verb agapao.
But as James Barr has shown, both the LXX and the New Testament use the
Greek verb phileo, usually understood as intending the idea of “brotherly
love,” interchangeably with agapao to convey the same idea.31

In a similar manner, a single word or expression can imply a variety of
different meanings. Jesus, for example, filled the word kyrios (“Lord”) with
new meaning, so that in the New Testament it can imply either oppressor
or servant-leader. In short, biblical terms are far more flexible than we often
construe.

Furthermore, while we know a great deal about the ancient world, what
we do know is far outweighed by what we do not. Sobriety, probity, and
humility ought to characterize our conclusions.32

The twelve tribes. We also argued above that the phrase “the twelve
tribes” most likely refers not to ethnic Israel, but to the new Israel, the mul-
tiracial church. There are certainly reputable scholars who have taken the
opposite position. What is particularly important here is not so much the con-
clusion one comes to on this issue, but a principle of theological interpreta-
tion that can be of great help in creating a bridge to span the distance from
the text to our own world. Some point out that the original meaning of “the
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29. Anders Nygren, Eros and Agape, tr. P. S. Watson (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1953).
Nygren understood that the idea of self-giving love was not intended every time some
form of agapao appeared. But popular perception often took this view.

30. C. S. Lewis, The Four Loves (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1960).
31. See James Barr, “Words for Love in Biblical Greek,” The Glory of Christ in the New Tes-

tament: Studies in Christology in Memory of George Bradford Caird, eds. L. D. Hurst and N. T. Wright
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1987), 3–18.

32. As Martin Hengel put it recently: “New Testament scholarship has always been in
good part a science of conjecture. . . . This fact should make us more modest. . . . Too often
there exists the danger of confusing what is precisely possible with what in fact is really prob-
able. . . . We should not be ashamed to speak candidly of our great uncertainty” (“Tasks of
New Testament Scholarship,” BBR 6 [1996]: 75–76). Hengel here speaks of New Testament
scholarship as an admittedly specialized branch of the discipline of ancient history.


